
Manage thousands of Outlook clients from a simple to use graphical 
interface. GOFF Concepts provides for the Exchange administrator a 
tool to remove the frustration with Outlook profiles.

Product Spotlight

Automatic Outlook 
profile creation!

Special benefits of using Outlook Profiler in your environment:

* 600% faster than manual setup (phone support example).
* Zero frustrations with roaming users and tellers.
* Control the profile. Add pst, additional mailboxes, etc.
* Free technicians to do other more critical tasks.

Key value situations
- Create Exchange Outlook mapi profiles automatically.
- Automate the initial Outlook setup for rapid deployment.
- Auto configure Outlook and free up support personnel.
- Automatically configure Outlook on login even for Citrix servers.
- GOFF Outlook Profile Generator prevents errors made with prf files.
- When you create Outlook profiles automatically you save money.

Benefits

Outlook Profiler

Let Outlook Profiler show you 
how to create Outlook profiles 
the easy way!
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Features

* Outlook 97 through 2016 x64 supported.
* All major Microsoft Platforms (XP,2008,2012,Win7,Win10).
* POP3 and IMAP Internet email account support.
* Works with the NT login script to create Outlook profiles at logon.
* Works with the registry if desired to start locally.
* Run it from a public share to automate Outlook profiles.
* Can be linked from a web page on your intranet.
* Easy License structure with no limit on PC installations.

Easy to use

Extremely easy to configure
options using basic check 
boxes. Simply check 
features you want Outlook 
Profiler to honor and in 
minutes be managing all of 
your Outlook installations.
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About GOFF Concepts
Developers of IT software utilities in use by 
the world's leading corporations. Read more 
at: http://goffconcepts.com

When done configuring 
simply place three files 
anywhere on your network 
and execute however you 
want!

Outlook profile management 
from a single easy to use 
interface. Download the 
Outlook Profiler trial today.

http://goffconcepts.com/
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